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Abstract- We have been witnessing developments of many FedNet [2]1 is an ad hoc federation that allows these person-centric
innovative applications in the field of ad hoc wireless networks as systems to support ad hoc group applications. For convenience, we
well as many projects in the area of user-centric, context aware call these systems networks, but they are actually distributed
and ambient assisted networks. This paper introduces a novel environments. Even though our work is concerning the development
framework called FedNets that bridges user centric networks to of FedNets formed by several PNs, other networks such as PANs, on-
form an ad hoc federation to achieve group cooperation. Our board networks of a vehicle could also become constituents of such
preliminary study of all the mechanisms, requirements and FedNets.
potential techniques that need to be addressed in this regard is In the early stage of our research, we need to identify
presented. We describe a roadmap towards a fully networked co- mechanisms that are needed, requirements from each mechanism and
operative interaction. We believe that this paper will serve as the how to satisfy such requirements. We notice that several protocols
basis for our next stages of development, as well as for other which are partially comparable to our design have emerged,
similar works in the field of wireless ad hoc networks. especially in the area of ubiquitous and pervasive computing

environment. We examine and compare the techniques used by
Keywords- Group networking, Pervasive computing, Ad hoc protocols as potential alternatives for our solution. Regarding our

networks. proposal, we have to identify the techniques that might be useful, and
which are still missing from the protocol or the one that needs further

I. INTRODUCTION modification. This paper summarizes our preliminary studies on such
aspects, in order to bring FedNets into reality.

The research and development in the area of microelectronics and The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we
RF communication is making a huge difference to the way we present our study on related works. In Section 3 and Section 4 we
interact with the world. Each device is capable of storing a huge introduce the concept of PNs and FedNets respectively. In Section 5
amount of data, communicating with its surroundings and making we present several mechanisms that are needed to establish a FedNets
intelligent decisions based on various aspects. A range of wireless together with their requirements and discuss different strategies
communication techniques has also contributed to this new trend in proposed by existing protocols. Finally, in Section 6 we conclude.
innovative applications. Besides, further miniaturization and
provision of self-powering capabilities to wireless sensors and
actuators together with inexpensive processing devices are providing
the basis to create environments that are smart and reactive. P

While the Internet offers mostly a permanent connectivity, we are .T0 UMSGR
witnessing a complete ad hoc and dynamic miniature networks R NO.6
enabling the interactions with the surroundings at the edge of the /
Internet infrastructure. The physical environment of a person, e.g., his
or her home, office, car, public places he or she visits, and publi
transportation, will exhibit intelligence, become smarter, more
responsive, and more accommodating to the individual needs. Future Cara Lpp
technologies would provide location and context dependent services
and introduce new levels of personal comfort and safety. One
important example of such an effort is Personal Networks (PNs),
which are person-centric networks connecting personal devices and
artifacts regardless of geographical location [1]. As illustrated in Fig.
1, the connection between devices will physically be made via
infrastructure-based networks, vehicle area networks, a home
network or mobile ad hoc networks (MANET). A PN provides its
owner a global presence and supports and/or follows him
everywhere.Whilerwherthinkeit.isinevitablethatindividualsneedtonetwork Figure 1. Personal Networks: PANs to Global PresenceWhile- we- think it i1S inevitAble, that individiink neeu to network
their devices, we cannot forget the basic need of any human -the
social networking. We envisage that at no point of time an individual
would be satisfied with only a network of his/her devices. Thus, there 1 MagnetBeyond Project [3] is currently developing solutions for PN
is a strong need to go beyond person centric systems such as PNs. federation by considering all possible infrastructure and ad hoc cases [5]. The

work presented in this paper focuses on PN federations that occur in ad hoc
networks.
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II. RELATED WORKS networks. In principle, FedNets use only a subset of the resources of
In a proposal from the University of Illinois at Urbana- its constituents and allows each other to access specific services or

... ~resources to perform the task.Champaign and the Mobius project [4], devices in close vicinity are Figure 2 illusrate ante
grouped together to form so called Mobile Grouped Device Fgur 2 llustrates an emergency stuaton where fire fighters
(MOPEDs). Each MOPED is connected to a proxy (some kind of policemen, medical personnel,
home agent) via an infrastructure connection. MOPED differs from etc., spontaneously collaborate in a rescue team. Each individual has

a diversity of devices which are part of their PNs, such as sensors,PNs in its dependency on the proxy and the infrastructure... ..' . ..'cameras and communication equipments, to assist them in monitoring
Furthermore,soPED dOEs no a s diorctoc com municato and observing. By creating a FedNets, each of them will be able to

wiprthother peson's Mop anisathord. share their devices to enhance their capabilities, e.g. to give the
support the vision of group communications....'.

The concept of federation is not new in the distributed systems. In policeman or medical personnel a view of the situation inside a

1994, the ANSA consortium on open dependable distributed burning building by using helmet-mounted cameras of firemen.
computinghas defined federation as "facilitating co-operati*o* We envisage that various other applications will run on top of the

comptieng hast defined federation as "facilitatingrp co- aration FedNet such as family networks, emergency services for elderlybetween autonomous organizations for the purpose of sharing bateil olbrtonwrsi ua ra.. . . . ..... ~~~people, battlefield operation, collaboration works in rural area,services and resources". The principal federation issue is seen as the peo, op o on . ... .. . ~~~~~gaming amongst group of people in proximity, resource sharingproblem of dealing with establishing heterogeneous authority in a applications etc. The design thus has to cope with different
large distributed system spanning boundaries of authority, while

manann loa coto [5.TeAS'prac ni o a o applications possibly with different scenarios. It should be formed on
purpose when the need for achieving a common task arises or whenbeen adopted widely, but contains potentially useful ideas for the opportunity to federate appears, e.g., when PNs or PANs of

FedNets. teopruiyt eeaeapas .. hnPso AsoThedideatofsfederation has come up again in the contextof people with strong common interests detect each other and see

opportunities to interact. Depending on the context and applications,networks and grid computing. These developments aim at access FedNets need to be established for a short or long period of time. Itcontrol [6], resource allocation [7], load management [8] and security is even more challenging since the following aspects need to be
[9]. They are distinct from our approach in the sense that they are considered:
based on a (single) service-user service-provider paradigm, while our . The dynamics and unpredictable topology
view is that of autonomous systems cooperating to achieve a common

n a

goal. * The mobility of constituent networks and their components
* The heterogeneity of the underlying link technologies

III. THE CONCEPT OF PERSONAL NETWORKS * The large variety of applications and the demands

Personal Networks (PN) is an emerging concept related to * The variety of energy, processing and storage constraints of the

pervasive computing with a strong user-focused view. PN extends a involved devices
person's Personal Area Network (PAN) that surrounds him with * The lack of infrastructure support
devices and services farther away (see Fig. 1). * The need for self-organization and fast localization of devices and

To distinguish between personal devices and devices belonging to services
someone else, the owner has to personalize his devices in a so-called * The security and privacy of members
imprinting procedure, which is done once for each device a person
likes to add to his PN. In this process, a shared secret key is generated
for securing communication between personal devices. Next, devices
that are in close vicinity would automatically form a personal cluster PN3
and clusters would globally connect to each other using i
interconnecting networks. PNs consist of a mix of wired and wireless
devices, with different networking technologies (e.g. 802.11 and all
its variants, Bluetooth), and capabilities (e.g. memory space, power ph;
consumption and processing capability). Thus, a more powerful
device should be elected in each cluster as a gateway to bridge
communication with other clusters belonging to the same person as .4

well as with nodes belonging to others. orj,PN t
The key to a successful PN realization is bridging different t '5 x-

technologies and offering a homogeneous and a clear view to the end- Fednet
user. To manage various services and resources within a PN, an entity Fednet
called Service Management Node (SMN) is introduced in each
cluster. Furthermore, a person's PN is configured to support his/her
needs by taking into account the context, location and communication Figure 2. A FedNets for emergency situation
possibilities. For this purpose, Context Management Node (CMN) is
introduced in each cluster. SMNs and CMNs will communicate with V. MECHANISMS
each other via gateway nodes in a private and secure way using the In this section we will discuss several mechanisms that are needed for
tunneling mechanisms. For more detailed explanation about PNs we enabling group networking together with their requirements.
referto[3, 29]. Although each mechanism poses special requirements which most

IV. FEDNETS-CONCEPTS AND EXAMPLES likely differ with others, we advocate that in general, mechanisms
should have following prerequisites:

FedNet is an ad-hoc federation of networks created for achieving *Atcniuain ouin hudrqieamnmlue
tasks that a group wants to carry out. Constituents of FedNets are involvement.
PNs, PANs, distributed robotic systems and on board vehicle



* User transparency: The complexity of FedNets mechanisms Most IPv6-based protocols proposed integration between local and
should be hidden to the users, requiring self-organization. global addressing. Here, several nodes acting as gateways to the

* Autonomous: The operation should not require support from Internet will provide topologically correct network prefixes for other
infrastructure as well as other third party. nodes in the ad hoc network. When multiple gateways are present, an

* Efficient: Due to the characteristics of wireless networks and efficient method of gateway discovery and selection is needed.
devices, the developed solution should be efficient. Furthermore, a cross layer optimization technique, like the one

* Scalable: The solution must independent of the size of the proposed in [12], is a good alternative to reduce overhead of the
network. protocol. That is, using information from existing routing protocol

* No additional skill to form a FedNet: Procedures that are needed traffic to support the addressing protocol and vice versa. To provide
to establish a FedNets should not require any professional skills flexibility, the integrated scheme should not be bounded to only one
from owners as anyone should be able to create a FedNet anytime routing protocol, but also to other widely used protocols.
and anywhere. One of the major security issues in addressing protocols is Denial

* Providing the security and privacy to the owners: In every of Service (DoS) attacks. Without adequate protection, any device
aspect, security and privacy concerns must not be neglected. For can easily mask itself, join the network and intrude the protocol by
example, depending on the context and application, full identity sending false information to block the use of certain addresses. While
and location should only be revealed after a sufficient level of trust security is still an issue for addressing protocols in wireless ad hoc
has been established. networks, we notice that only a little progress has been made such in

[14]. Furthermore, exposing MAC addresses especially in an

A. NETWORK LAYER ADDRESSING unfamiliar network could lead to breach of privacy since they can be
Unlike wired networks, addresses of mobile or wireless devices used to track the current location of the users.

changefromtime to time. DHCP [10] is the most popular method From our study on various addressing protocols, we observe that
changes timessito time. raDHCIP[1isthemost poparmoletode. each protocol has its own advantages and disadvantages, while trying
tHatoiswusede oacssigntemDHCPoseraery iPadrs for mobilalenod. to achieve a level of optimization in a particular aspect. Further, weHowever. ace ssltioD servers Is notoalways cavaia leo believe that the choice of a proper protocol will depend on many

rechable. hes solutiorndvop by IeT ZerConf a hndet factors such as the routing protocol, the size of the network, various
lalm arssrat ion withou the helptof a netr metrics such as packet loss, network type - hybrid or standalone, andadministrator. Yet, such protocol relies on the assumption that every 11 th aplcain runn on it. Beids seurt anparticularly the applications running on it. Besides, security andnode can reach all the others by link layer broadcast or multicast. pricy

Neethls it is no true...inmn.dhcnewrigcss privacy issues are left open. We intend to bring them together withNvrthls it is no tru in man adhcntokn ae.i, nvestigation of the applicability of those techniques to develop anTherefore, a different protocol is required for our proposal, which gation fothe apibltypofoses v
fufl ths reuieens optimal solution for our FedNets proposal.fulfll these requirements:
* Guarantee the uniqueness of address: The assigned address B NAMING

should uniquely represent a node, either locally or globally (if Generally, knowing the addresses of shared devices could be
possible). sufficient to establish a FedNet. However, since the constituent* Supporting network events: The addressing scheme should networks are likely to have a dynamic addressing, knowing the exactconsider mechanism to handle dynamic network events ofjoining, IP address of the peers is probably difficult to achieve.leaving, partitioning and merging. Since FedNets could cover a wide variety of applications,* Integration with global connectivity: If the global connectivity is assignment of names may be different depending on the task that theavailable, the autoconfiguration protocol should handle the global g yl l g

adrssn in adito totelcladesn. members need to accomplish. Still, we attempt to list all possibleaddressing in addition to the local addressing.rqientfoFdNsasolw.
To interact with other PNs, not all PN devices must obtainIPLrntfredne Follows.

addresses. Depending on the type of architecture that is used to nLocally unique: Since FedNets operate in an ad hoc mode,
establish FedNets (explained in Section H), only PN gateways or the names do not need to be globally unique. However f the global
devices involved in a FedNet are required to participate in the cnne sa
addressing protocols. Further, a number of address autoconfiguration local names.
protocols for MANET like [12-14] have been proposed. From the * Transient: Names of users, services or resources can beprotocols structurE vikew some14 protocolsbeemoploysen d. dynamically changed according to the context and application.p rotocol structure von ep pantovolu as aeleaderzto For example, resources, files or devices can be based on the
assignment where one participant voluntarily acts as a leader to ts/rjc.'
assign a unique address to each new node. Others employ distributed task/project.
assignment, which are carried out in several ways; tentatively picking * Anonymous: Names of resources should give no clue about the
a random address and verifying it using Duplicate Address Detection identity of the owner. However, in some applications indication
(DAD) mechanism or splitting half of the address blocks of an as to who the owner is may be useful. In the above example,
existing node to be transferred to a new node. while viewing a camera feed, it is useful for the policeman to

Similarly when a node joins (merging), conflicting addresses is the know the person who is sending the feed.
main problem when two ad hoc clouds merge. As the result, packets Along with the emerging service discovery protocols in the
destined to a recipient may not be transmitted correctly since another pervasive environments area, different approaches for resource
node is currently using a same address. Again, the protocols naming have been proposed [15]. Usually, protocols have two kinds
proposed different strategies to handle this problem. Centralized of service identifiers: one being user-friendly names and the other
protocols typically require communication between leaders to detect being machine friendly names. To provide expressiveness for various
duplicated addresses, so that only nodes using same addresses need to services and easiness for introducing new services, protocols like
reconfigure. Some distributed protocols require all nodes in one Salutation [16] and Jini [17], define a template for service names and
partition to reconfigure, while others may keep their addresses. In the attributes. Like network layer address, names related to resources
worst case, all nodes from both partitions have to reconfigure their need also to be unique. Yet, designed for a limited administrative
address domain such as home networks or enterprise networks, we notify that

protocols like mentioned above still require pre-configuration and



professional assistance to assign unique names, especially when the proactive routing protocols and the decentralized approach with
mobility of devices is taken into account. Apple Bonjour [18] is a reactive routing protocols will naturally achieve a better efficiency
newly developed protocol to support spontaneous and mobile sharing than other combinations. Again, to reduce excessive traffic from
applications without prior configuration. It uses DNS format to assign resolving algorithms, the cross layering approach will be very useful.
a unique name to a device or a service to the local network. Although Using the overlay approach, first nodes should build virtual
access to DNS servers is not necessary, yet, Apple Bonjour assumes connections on top of the physical network to connect each other.
the existence of multicast or broadcast links to carry out many Although it is possible to have a centralized or hybrid structure, the
procedures including verifying the uniqueness of local names. Similar distributed structure is used commonly by protocols like [21]. To join
to the address configuration problems, the multi hop nature do not an overlay, a new node should find an existing node to be attached to.
guarantee that each node can be reached through one-hop Based on the availability of the caching, names can be resolved either
transmission, thus Bonjour will not work well in the case of multi hop by a flooding (if the caching mechanism is not applied) or gossiping
networks. To avoid ambiguity, the uniqueness of the names should be (if the caching is applied) technique.
verified at all participating entities across the multi-hop ad hoc Compared to that of non-overlay, the dependency of underlying
network, possibly by using the techniques similar to addressing protocols such as networking technology (e.g. variants of IEEE
protocols. 802.11 protocol or Bluetooth) and ad hoc routing (e.g. proactive or

reactive routing protocols) makes this P2P solution more flexible to
C. NAME RESOLUTION be implemented over heterogeneous networks and devices.

While the naming technique provides a means to identify Nonetheless, the physical link-independency can also make a
resources, the name resolution deals with finding the actual address protocol inefficient. Following a logical topology, messages from two
of a given name for invocation of an address like IP number. DNS nearby nodes often have to be routed through some intermediate
[19] is a well known name resolution system in the Internet. Dynamic nodes. Therefore, the key of a good performance is building an
DNS [20] is a modified version of DNS aiming at handling node effective overlay that takes in to account the physical topology.
mobility i.e. update the binding information when the IP address is Typically, a node should continuously monitor states of neighboring
dynamically assigned to a node. Since the existence of such entities nodes and possibly react when some significant changes happen.
cannot be assumed in FedNets, a new protocol is needed. Besides the Again, since the ad hoc network pose a dynamic nature of frequently
general prerequisites explained in the beginning of this section, the joining and leaving nodes, keeping the overlay stability and
resolution protocol should satisfy the following requirements. efficiency could be difficult and expensive. For example, a leaving
* Timely: The protocol should react to queries in a timely manner. node might cause their neighbors totally separated from the whole

The node should be aware if the queried named is no longer network. On other hand, a newly coming node may cause a
available, either with notifications or time-out approach. significant change to the logical topology.

* Adapt to changes: Mapped information about a device name to Trade off between two types of solution should be further
its location e.g. IP address should be dynamically maintained. analyzed. The performance of both types of solution should be fairly
Solutions for ad hoc resolution protocols can be roughly compared e.g. by considering different network settings, various

categorized as non-overlay (physical) or overlay based solutions. The routing protocols and several FedNet scenarios. It seems that due to
former deals with actual physical mapping, while the latter uses the privacy concern, the distributed structure will be a better option
logical topology that is not necessarily mapped to the physical for FedNets name resolution. In this approach, PNs do not necessarily
topology. expose their information to the third entity. To increase the efficiency

The non-overlay solutions can have a fully-distributed, and to get faster results, several 'powerful' devices in a cluster may
centralized or hybrid structure. In the fully-distributed structure, perform coordination under SMN's control, to store as much useful
when the caching mechanism is not applied, nodes have to flood information as possible from its surroundings.
name queries throughout the network. The node having that name
should reply to the querying node returning the IP address of the D. USER/RESOURCE/SERVICE DISCOVERY
service. When the caching is applied, nodes exporting services may Like the name resolution protocol, the discovery protocols can be
proactively announce names and IP addresses of services to be categorized as directory (centralized), directory-less (distributed) or
cached by other nodes in the network. The advantage of this approach hybrid infrastructure. Similarly, in the directory-less infrastructure,
is that the resolution would be faster; however, periodical caching mechanisms can be applied fully, partially or not applied at
advertisement of all nodes throughout the network will cause all. From this point of view, the discovery protocol will have similar
broadcast storm problem and nodes have to allocate their memory structure to the protocol presented in Section C. Therefore, in this
space for binding storage. Alternatively, nodes may cache only subsection we will not repeat the explanation given in that section;
advertisements from one-hop neighbors. When a node needs a service rather focus on the other related issues.
that is located beyond its physical coverage, it should send queries While the resolution protocol is intended to locate a specific
throughout the network to find the service. Although central entities name that relates to a resource, the discovery protocol is intended to
are no longer available in the ad hoc network, a centralized approach locate a generic name that relates to some available resources or
can still be implemented. Using this approach, a node of a PN or a P- services. Therefore, it should cover more advanced search than the
PAN should be elected as a leader to store bindings the names and IP resolution such as matching, browsing, searching based on context,
addresses of nodes in the and respond to queries. Nevertheless, if this etc. Requirements of the protocol are:
entity suddenly goes down or unreachable, the leader needs to be re- * Integration between user, resource and service discovery:
elected and the service registration has to be restarted. PNs should not only able to find services and resources but also

The choice between the centralized and distributed approach will people in the close proximity.
likely depend on the network size. The distributed resolution should * Rich description: Besides names, the descriptors should be
work well in small network while the centralized approach should be enriched with other contextual information, e.g. location,
more suitable for large networks. Besides the network size capability, etc.
consideration, the choice will also depend on the underlying protocol
being used. The combination of the centralized approach with



* Accept fuzzy descriptions: Fuzzy requests should be acceptable controls and has exclusive rights to those resources. To provide
since users may not know exactly what are available in the confidentiality, a mechanism to enforce such policies should be
vicinity. developed including how to give penalty to those violating the

* Ability to rank information: To help the user in selecting an defined policy. Next, the term of fairness should be clearly defined,
optimal service or resource, the system should be able to rank all i.e., in what aspect it is applied and what kind of fairness that is going
available services. to be applied. For example, in network load problem, does fairness
The user discovery for FedNets adopt similar concepts to IETF mean every node will have equal load or more powerful nodes will be

Presence protocols [22] of gaining knowledge about a user; whether loaded more than less powerful nodes?
he is logging in or last time he was seen. It can be further extended to
disclose more information like current activity, location or other G. FEDNET AGENT
contextual information that might be useful to trigger FedNets. To help owners in managing a FedNets, we envisage an entity
Presence protocols strongly rely on servers to cache presence called FedNet agent that is present in each PN. This entity is
information such as status and contact, and distribute information to responsible for all necessary issues in the federation, for instance,
interested parties, which again does not exist in the ad hoc networks. being aware of the resources and services that the network is willing
Here, interested parties should individually search the network to find to engage in a federation, negotiate and process incoming requests to
others. Usually, a user will announce its presence to an existing federate, maintain and enforce the policy rules etc. In this case, the
community to subsequently get presence information of other users in agent should coordinate with SMNs and CMNs to complete the tasks.
vicinity. Again, the privacy and security of the users become We envisage that the agent functionality should not be delegated
important considerations for this protocol. to an entity residing in an infrastructure (such as a home agent in

The limitation of wireless devices often hinder proposed ad hoc Mobile IP [24]). As we look at this entity more as functionality than a
discovery protocols like [23] to occupy more advanced techniques for unit residing in a device, it can also be distributed to several nodes
user's contentment. For instance, because of limited computational located in several clusters. Next, to achieve multi agent interaction, a
ability and energy, the description of ad hoc services typically cannot protocol is necessary to define common agent communication
be as rich as in the Web protocols. The system cannot handle various language (syntax and semantic), a common format for the content of
types of service and users do not have adequate information to help communication and a common ontology, potentially using a similar
them in selecting the most appropriate services. As described in concept described in [25].
Section 2, being composed from a collection of a person's devices,
PNs and particularly SMNs would have sufficient capabilities to H. ARCHITECTURE
handle more complex procedures. Expressive service descriptions In this subsection we will describe two possible approaches of
using XML like the one used by several pervasive protocols can be building the FedNets architecture.
used to allow a more powerful semantic matching ofPN discovery. In the first approach end to end IP connectivity is established

Exploiting context information would be useful to enhance the between the communicating peers. This requires each personal node
discovery protocol since the initiative of FedNets establishment could to configure a valid local address and search for potential neighbors
be triggered by the context. In the previous example, the policeman to interact. Before starting the communication, the personal node
PDA may proactively search the camera of a fireman as soon as he should ask its gateway to check the authenticity of such nodes.
arrives at the location. Context information could also be used to Subsequently the node may send packets, e.g. to exchange service
rank matched queries before finally returning the results. Since and context information to those nodes via the gateway.
coexisting PNs may produce a large amount of context information While in the above approach devices communicate using peer to
by various means, an efficient method needs to be developed to peer interaction, another way is to assume client server interaction in
exchange, filter and process this information. the service level. Using this approach, it is not necessary to have

direct IP connectivity between end nodes. Instead, to bridge the
F. POLICY AND RULES communication to the outside world, gateway nodes may act as

Policies and rules are needed to guarantee that any security, service proxies to make personal services available for others and
privacy or any other concerns are not violated deliberately during vice versa. To use services from outside a PN, the service proxy in
cooperation. We enlist some of the requirements as follows. the gateway node forwards the service calls from a client device
* Membership management: The composition of the members inside a PN to the external service and sends back replies from that

and their resources can change over time. service to the client.
* Access Control: Many resources that are shared in a federation From the security point of view, the second approach seems to

can be restricted only to particular members. offer a better solution since the gateway nodes can control the
* Fairness: Cooperation is done by considering fairness among services that are exported and the ones that are not. Some heavy

involved members. tasks, e.g. authorization and access control can be done by proxies so
Our plan is to develop a template for FedNets profile to define, that even the weakest node inside a PN can take the support of the

configure, manage and store this membership information. For proxies and can export its services. However, the drawback of this
example, the amount of members can be limited up to a maxima, or approach is that the applications may experience a longer delay since
not restricted at all. Different types of membership authority could be the communication between the client and the server should be
developed to manage newly joining members. For instance the mediated by the proxies. A combined approach could be a good
authority can be hold by all members, several members or delegated option to solve this problem. That is, using the first approach to
to a single node. Different levels of security could also be developed, import service from foreign nodes and the second approach to export
e.g. during authentication process the new node must be successfully services to foreign nodes.
authenticated with all existing members, only to several members, or
in the least level, a successful authentication with one member would J. COGNITIVE TECHNIQUES IN FEDNETS
be sufficient. Similarly, access to shared devices can be democratic, To provide transparency for users as stated in the general
i.e. some members control the rights, or dictatorial, i.e. one member requirements, the system requires context awareness and the ability
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